
IRP Status and impacts 

Dear members of the Independent Review Panel
I am commenting for one reason only. You asked, and I can only assume after multiple email requests to participate in the “how are we doing” 
hearing, that you are sincere in your desire to hear from the affected constituents related to the sites across California where DTSC is 
involved. 

I took a look at your mission, created by legislation, it looks like the purpose was designed to look into DTSC practices, to “Review” their 
process to see if there was a problem with how they engaged with the public or the sites. Does that sound fair? I thought it did, but when I 
look at what you’ve done since the inception of this “board” I can only speak from my own personal perspective where you fell far short of 
that objective.

When the IRP was created, I was excited at the opportunity to finally kick the tires on public participation and be able to discuss the very real 
strangulation of the public process that is supposed to be transparent and protective of the public. I thought things would change. 

Shortly after it started, the IRP administrator was hired away from the IRP to work in the executive office for Barbara Lee, but the email address 
link on the IRP website wasn’t changed for six months so effectively, every concern about DTSC—instead of being reviewed independently, 
was sent directly to the Director’s office. This is not “independence.”

It was apparently early on, that the IRP had transparency in that the comments were posted on a more timely basis than DTSC. It was 
published regardless of who it came from and we all saw those comments. That is helpful. There is so much effort to obfuscate, that I found 
this part of the process refreshing.

Sidenote: 
The current comment  deadline for the PEIR for Santa Susana Field Laboratory is for December 7, and yet in the last thirty days, DTSC has 
released important and relevant documents associated with the PEIR to the tune of thousands of pages that should have been released over 
the course of the last three years. It is inappropriate to flood us with documents during this final comment period. Considering the late status 
of all of my Public Records Act requests, it is clear that DTSC doesn’t take those seriously because some are now more than a year old, without 
response.

But generally speaking, as a result of the October IRP meeting which I was told was completely “separate” from DTSC operations, I am now 
banned from participating or communicating with anyone DTSC about Santa Susana. I’ve been involved for nearly 17 years, and now, when 
the decisions are finally happening, I’m not allowed to participate—thanks IRP. 
I hold this board responsible because of the abhorrent treatment I received at the IRP meeting held in Chatsworth where, after asking in 
writing, in advance, within the published deadline to make a presentation about the public process for Santa Susana, it was denied. Despite 
the fact that I had that written proof on my phone and had shown it to Mr. Singh before the meeting began and he nodded in the affirmative 
that I would be allowed to make my presentation. 

INSTEAD:
Chris Rowe made a 22 minute presentation about how there wasn’t a meltdown [not on the agenda] and when my presentation came up, it 
was denied, and I was NOT given the same courtesy. After years of having Ms. Rowe declare me invisible and non-existent in public meetings, 
when I was denied my right to speak ….again, I kind of lost it. When I got up abruptly in deep dismay, the mic fell over on the table. Instead of 
being treated with any respect, I was dismissed and deleted from the process because of the slander that seems to bed allowed when it 
comes from Ms. Rowe. She has shadowed and heckled at me at meetings for years. The purpose of public meetings is to direct comments to 
the process, but year in and year out, because she speaks favorably about the regulators, she is allowed to re-write history disputing known 
and documented facts at ever turn, no matter what the agenda item. That is known throughout all the people involved in the project, yet 
deniers are allowed special access, extra time, etc. Your minutes describing that evening are inaccurate at best, and at worst, a bit more of the 
slander that seems to continue as sport on this project.

Since the email from former Secretary Linda Adams of Cal EPA to Daniel Hirsch and Louise Rishoff, instructing them to “handle Christina 
Walsh” and decided to coin me as a “Boeing Fan” despite 17 years of clear work to the contrary. At the behest of Mr. Hirsch, I was labeled a 
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racist and my museum was effectively closed after PSR repossessed the nuclear book collection it featured all because I didn’t fall in to the 
rules of Daniel Hirsch. It is really surprising that an organization like Physicians for Social Responsibility would engage in character 
assassination of members of the public fighting for cleanup. 
From where I sit, a CAG that is complete in collusion with the polluters is a great platform for Dan to fundraise on, and based on the email 
cooperation displayed by the correspondence from Alec, cc Dan, it looks like they’ve accomplished just that. Except voices in the way need to 
be erased. Voices like mine. 

When I petitioned for a CAG, the Dan machine petitioned and collected several hundred signatures to oppose “Christina Walsh” and it was 
framed as an effort to take over the workgroup. To be clear, there was no workgroup at the time. The PPG had come and gone and there was 
NO workgroup, and yet they chose to framed my CAG petition, which was an effort to get public process for my community, as a way to fight 
the workgroup. 

That’s when the real fight began and Dan and his colleagues, which included my former partner who video-taped me from my own computer! 
[fun]

After my third shot at petitioning for a CAG, I received an email from Alec Uzemeck which indicated that despite his views in public, he was 
now going to support the workgroup and no longer supported the CAG. That was certainly his right. He cc’d John Luker and Daniel Hirsch 
and the reply-all from John Luker read, “I agree 100%.”

When my CAG petition was finally approved by Debbie Raphael, they named me the “Boeing Fixer” despite more than 17 years fighting 
Boeing to achieve cleanup, and did so in Consumer Watchdog’s “Inside Job” which was partially responsible for the creation of the IRP, at least 
according to them. I suppose that is why the Dan-Team continues to try to pin “Boeing Fixer” on me, despite the fact that it was Dan Hirsch 
that made sure no one who was pro-cleanup joined the CAG. It’s also Dan Hirsch suing and preventing demolition so cleanup cannot occur, 
so missing the deadline wasn’t exactly unexpected. What I really did not anticipate—that Dan Hirsch would be do greedy to deprive the 
people of their voice and create such outward division, or the cleanup they’ve waited so long for.

The one form I really was not prepared for, was to be bullied by the State of California. As a direct result of that IRP meeting in Chatsworth, 
Mr. Mohsen Nazemi, Deputy Director or DTSC sent me a letter indicating that I was “vile” and that I was not allowed to communicate with 
anyone at DTSC except for Ray Leclerc who would respond to my written correspondence within two weeks. Much of my correspondence is 
nearly a year old, still without response. The few responses I did receive are snarky, disrespectful, and purposefully obtuse in being able to 
understand the requests. Stonewall, stonewall, stonewall, like it’s a game. I suppose, as the State of California, it is a game and we are just 
pawns that pay your salaries. Stupid pawns who are to be ignored. That is how I was treated. But it didn’t stop there:

Using a false and without any context accusation, John Luker of the CAG sent me an email demanding that I stay 10-15 feet away from him 
because I sent a Merry Christmas email to him. As a result of this email, Alec Uzemeck, as Chair of the committee demanded that I be 
replaced in the Communications Committee and when I protested, stating that I was “sick of the hate part.” his amazing response, in writing, 
was “I accept your resignation.” and that was that. I was removed from the CAG I petitioned for and created all based on a lie. I reported it to 
DTSC. No answer, no answer, no answer, — fast forward to 2017 and now all of DTSC (an entire State Agency) is instructed not to speak to 
Christina Walsh.

Bullying can take many forms, but this level of slander, spreading false rumors the way they did, is considered a form of sexual harassment. 
Despite that, every attempt I made to get help from DTSC, was rejected and ignored. I learned from one CAG member that they had been 
told that Christina was “having affairs with everyone” and when pushed, clarified that it was Luker who spread these rumors and suddenly no 
one on the CAG would answer my calls or emails. Neither would DTSC, despite my YEARS of attempts at every level.

Thanks IRP.

Alec didn’t stop there. When I tried to read into the record in his committee at the West Hills Neighborhood Council the tons and tons and 
tons of lead that has been removed from Sage Ranch/The Northern Drainage which leads to Brandeis Bardin Camp Alonim. This cleanup has 
gone on for many many years, and most recently at a DTSC meeting, they had a poster of the tons and tons year by year that has been 
removed from the Northern Drainage. 

Instead of letting me read that into the record or EVER participate in any dignified manner without being insulted, he has now filed an 
injunction preventing my participation from anything in West Hills Neighborhood Council Committees. I cannot participate at the CAG even as 
an outsider. When I look at the health and safety code, chapter 6.8 I see that the purpose of a CAG is very explicit. Also explicit is the mandate 
of diversity of opinion and participation so that all stakeholders have a view that is represented. I am told this is for the express purpose of 
preventing polluters dischargers from taking over these community groups like has happened here for Santa Susana Field Laboratory. 
Interesting that Alec who runs the West Hills Neighborhood Council and CAG so all public process goes through Alec, but he doesn’t even live 
here. He lives in Moorpark, 30 miles away. But never mind, these people should be allowed to run these process for decades at a time without 
any process for new people, because it isn’t designed for people at all. It’s designed to be missed by the public. Anyone who asks too many 
questions, is demeaned until they go away. After all, it’s all voluntary, right?
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Not only have they taken over, but the CAG has created a non profit foundation to manage the monies they receive from the polluter in the 
form of 32-100,000 in grant funding. No one will answer if we ask who the officers are, and there doesn’t seem to be an address for the 
organization, and when they spend every single meeting for three years on how to prevent a cleanup, minimize a cleanup and discredit 
any/all who say that cleanup of toxic material is appropriate — well, no one bats an eye. In fact, instead, they are doing wine tastings at the 
site of one of the most toxic nuclear messes our country has ever seen, and have given these people full access to the “openspace” in the 
form of access, leadership, and it seems even a promise of a job according to Mr. Luker himself. 

Me? I’m banned from DTSC, banned from West Hills where I have lived for 39 years, oh, but wait, I was told that I was allowed to go to public 
meetings. So I went to the most recent meetings about the PEIR. Guess what happened? Yep, they called the police at the request of Mr. 
Luker who make false claims on social media for several days about his life being in danger.

Deadline comes and goes and they don’t even mention it, just keep the people who speak out quiet and discredit them. Now, I’m in a special 
database and cannot own a gun and probably not employable since I’m in a workplace violence prevention database which he conveniently 
filed through my husbands office at the City Attorney. I suppose that makes it particularly funny — to someone. 

Thanks IRP and instead, the CAG is allowed to put on a show for the public to scare them about traffic and trucks and falsely equate the 
survival of mountain lions with the cleanup at Santa Susana — so that they can kill the cleanup for good? All while being paid by DOE for their 
deeds and DTSC and the IRP both look the other way because it works for everyone….everyone except the local community who was told they 
would have a cleanup by 2017. Not bullshit forever. Real actual cleanup.

Of course Luker’s false claims that I followed him at the meeting taking pictures of him, are also false, and I have proof in my audio recording 
of the meeting as well as all of my sequential photographs which are time and date stamped and show exactly what I took pictures of. I know 
none of you will bother to respond or look, because piling on false accusations for public humiliation seems to be DTSC;s way and IRP has 
only enabled them to be less of a regulator, more of a cover-up-er which is easily evidenced by the handling of Santa Susana as well as Exide. 
“How many people are residing in the home?” — the whole process is designed to be missed by the parents who need it most. 

As “Independent Oversight” you will be credited now for this failure that you failed to even see. Shame on you IRP. Thanks for nothing.

I’m done expecting any progress from either you or DTSC. I see you both as corrupt and captured by the powers that control and fund you. 
Every aspect of this process, which I have now followed in great detail for 17 years is completely corrupt and geared only toward covering the 
DTSC person  at the FILL-IN-THE-BLANK hearing or meeting. I do not believe that DTSC is remotely interested in protecting people or the 
environment and after being so deeply involved for so very long, that is a very sad conclusion for me. As far as what you do with Santa Susana 
Field Laboratory — after seventeen years, building a museum, reaching and educating thousands of people, a no longer care. I can’t. I just 
cannot deal with another day of utter disappointment due to DTSC incompetence and the State’s betrayal in the promise to protect me as a 
citizen. I cannot allow this to steal any more of my life so you can have your failure, swallow it whole because YOU OWN IT. 

You all should find new careers because you are terrible at your jobs and should ask yourself what your purpose is when you begin a project, 
because this one is a full-on FAIL. After all my years studying this project, it have concluded that it is DTSC that is the biggest environmental 
monster of all.

Sincerely,

Christina Walsh
Founder of cleanuprocketdyne.org
@cwalshCURO
8189225123
8463 Melba Avenue, West Hills, CA 91304 in the drainage of Happy Valley at 2 Mile Mark but banned from the process.
Founder of Environmental Monsters
Founder SSFL National Monument (when I stupidly thought a future for the site would be helpful)
ISEO Northern Drainage cleanup which is more cleanup than any of you have accomplished
ISRA cleanup was also deeply enhanced by my recommendations and participation.
Yep, I’ve moved more dirt off the site than you have and that is really sad.

p.s. This is the saddest letter of comment I have ever written in my 17 years in public process.
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